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comme N^ron, £te" cnchonte do voir bruler Paris de Bellevue; lnaia il n'aurait
paa eu le courage d'en donner l'ordre ; le spectacle qui lm ferait le plus grand
plaisir serait celui de voir les executions de la Greve, mais il n'a pas le courage
d'y aller . . . H n'est point avorc, comme on le cioit; si, etant denui de
sentiments, il peut avoirune vertu, e'est celle d'etre assez noble aveo 1'argent;
il n'en donne pas do lui-meme, parce que ce serait fairc du bien et qu'il lui eat
impossiblo d'avoir les sentiments de l'obligcance.

BASIL WILLIAMS.

Memoirs of a Boyal Cliaplain, 1729-1768; The Correspondence of
EDMUND PYLB, D.D., with Samuel Eerrich, D.D. Annotated and
edited by ALBEET HAHTSHOBNE. (London : Lane. 1905.)

MB. HAETSHORNB is the possessor by inheritance of a family correspond-
ence amounting to some seven thousand letters and extending from 1675
to 1828, a treasure -which must be rare in families below the highest
rani. A considerable portion of it centres in Samuel Kerrich (1G9C-1768),
fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and afterwards vicar of
Dersingham, in Norfolk; and it is to him that the letters of Edmund
Pyle, also a Cambridge and Norfolk man and domestic chaplain to Bishop
Hoadly, which form the foundation of the present volume, are addressed.
We had formed high expectations of Pyle's capacities as a letter-writer
from the specimens published early in the last century in W. Richards's
History of Lynn. His description of the scenes at the Lynn election of
1747 is the Hterary counterpart of a series of pictures by Hogarth, and
the account of social life at Winchester hi 1750 is, in its way, just as
realistic.1 We must confess that from this point of view we have found
the present collection rather disappointing. The letters to Ktrrich are
comparatively short; pictures of contemporary life are rare, and inferior
to those to which we have just referred (compare, for instance, the
parallel description of Winchester and the Hessian camp there in 1756);
and the subject is mainly ecclesiastical gossip about church preferment.
The accuracy of his information is, no doubt, as Mr. Hartshorne says,
remarkable, though not more than we should expect from his constant
residence with Bishop HoadJy in the capital for a large part of the year.
Still it is only hearsay evidence, and therefore less important than,
for instance, the ecclesiastical correspondence of the duke of New-
castle, which formed the subject of an article by Miss Bateson in this
Review for October 1892. However the reader will be rewarded by
a certain number of facts, or comments on them, which are at least
historically interesting. One of the best is the remark in a letter
of 1758 on the candidates for a vacant see, that ' his majesty has
not always the best interest at court.' How different was the state
of things under his successor! We miss a picture of Hoadly, such
as Pyle was capable of drawing (the volume is adorned, by the way,
with a reproduction of Hogarth's striking portrait); on the other
hand the stories about Bishop Mawson and his mixture of absent-
mindedness, eccentricity, candour, and common sense, give a lifelike
idea of that singular person. With all his failings we cannot forget that
when Ely was vacant in 1754 Archbishop Herring wrote to the duke of

1 Richards, ii. 948, 1024.
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Newcastle, ' There is not a man in the kingdom so fitted to succeed as the
bishop of Chichester.'2 Another notable figure in these letters is Maw-
son's predecessor at Ely, Sir Thomas Gooch, who was uncle to Mrs.
Kerrich. Mr. Hartshorne describes him as ' a typical bishop of the
eighteenth century,' and in the exercise of his patronage he was only
too characteristic of tho age, for even his niece remarks that ' y* Bishop
do bartter & bargain away things strangely' (p. 211). The lengths to
which Oxford Jacobitism could go are illustrated by the report of' a most
terrible riot at Oxford on the 23 of last month [February 1748-9], which
is the Pretender's youngest son's birthday. King George was damned
and King James blessed in the open streets by daylight.' Those who
are carious in such matters will find an account of the case of Archibald
Bower, whioh excited much interest in 1756.3 Pyle was evidently inclined
to believe that the man had always been secretly a Eomanist.

More than half of the book is taken up by the commentary (printed
in the same type) by which each letter is accompanied. Mr. Hartshorne
has the most liberal ideas in the matter of explanatory notes that we have
ever come across. There are, indeed, plenty of allusions in the letters
which require some explanation ; and often, especially in antiquarian and
family matters, the editor is excellent. But, unfortunately, he also
thinks himself bound to explain at length things which all intelligent
people know. Every mention of a celebrity produces a small biography.
Not content with this, he digresses, on the smallest provocation, into all
sorts of matters which have no connexion whatever with the text. Thus
a passing allusion to ' the case of the archbishop of Spalato ' leads to an
account not only of Antonio de Dominis (who, by the way, was not
' banished from England ') but also of the palace of ' Dioclesian ' and its
architectural interest, ' the arch being then for the first time used with
the entablature,' &c., which, we are told further, was ' the beginning of
the change from trabeated to curvilinear construction' (p. 257). It is
not our business to criticise these comments at length, for they are not
history, and a number of the errors which they contain have been dealt
with elsewhere. But with all its faults students of the eighteenth
century must feel grateful to Mr. Hartshorne for the publication of this
volume. G. M'N. KDSHFOBTH.

The History of England from the Accession of George III to the Close
of Pitt's First Administration. (The Political History of England.
VoL X.) By WILLIAM HUNT, M.A., D.Litt. (London: Longmans.
1905.)

THE Political History of England opens auspiciously with a volume by
one of its editors. At this time of day the appearance of a new history
of England can be justified only by great originality of treatment or by
the use of new material. It is on the latter ground that this new
volume will be mainly welcomed, the Newcastle Papers in the British
Museum, the Pitt Papers in the Record Office, and the Foreign Office
correspondence having been used to good purpose. It cannot be said
that any of tho old verdicts on men or measures are thereby substantially

3 Ante, vol. vii. (1892), p. 688.
• CL e.g. Letters of Horace Walpole, Oxford edition, iii. 399, 441.
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